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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Objectives

This document aims at providing outline information to the partners participating to the G-Pod CAT-1 initiative to guide
their collaboration project with ESA.
On a programmatic point of view, the document recalls the principles of the G-Pod CAT-1 framework, clarifying the roles
and responsibilities of both parties, running through the project plan intended to drive the collaboration processes, and
outlining the actions and associated deliverables pertinent to each actor and each phase of the project from application
design to its exploitation on G-Pod.
On a technical point of view, it aims at clarifying to the partners the main software interface boundaries fastening the
external application software to the G-Pod hosting environment. The clarification of the responsibilities, software wise,
pertinent to the partner’s application modules on one side and to ESA’s host infrastructure on the other side, is expected
to quicken the G-Pod application collaborative design phase, its smooth implementation, and transition to the
exploitation phase.

1.2

Background

1.2.1

ESA G-Pod

The European Space Agency (ESA) introduced in 2006 a new initiative to support the scientific community and
downstream industry in exploiting the large amounts of Earth Observation (EO) data gathered from EO satellites. This
initiative resulted in the G-Pod system.
ESA G-Pod is a generic GRID-based operational environment and infrastructure for Earth Observation applications
where specific data handling applications can be seamlessly plugged into the system. Coupled with high-performance and
sizeable computing resources managed by GRID technologies, it provides the necessary flexibility for exploiting an
application virtual environment with quick accessibility to data, computing resources and results.

Figure 1.

G-Pod process

Together with the web portal, G-Pod offers a web services interface that enables the on-demand processing that can be
used as external virtual resources. The G-Pod web portal component used in G-Pod delivers a flexible, secure, generic and
distributed platform where the user can easily manage all its tasks. From the creation of a new task to the result
publication, passing by the data selection and the job monitoring, the user goes trough a friendly and intuitive interface
accessible from everywhere.
G-Pod project aims at the promotion of:
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Access and use of EO mission data available at ESA, offering on-line access to ESA standard products with
attached computing infrastructure and tools to assist the generation of scientific added value products;

Development of Earth Science applications requiring significant data and processing resources (data fusion,
modelling, data mining);

Fostering of new partnerships between ESA and entities in Earth Science research, algorithm development and
validation, and operational deployments of value-added applications.
Seen and exploited as a Service, G-Pod solution manages over 250 computing nodes in ESA-ESRIN and ESA UK-PAC
hosting a large number of EO processors and scientific applications running against several tens of Terabytes of on-line
EO data.

1.2.2

The G-Pod CAT-1 Opportunity

The design and development of new scientific added value products requires highly valued and specialized expertise. At
the same time, their inherent complexity coupled with the customary large data volumes characterizing spatial EO
datasets, often necessitate a robust production harness able to process (and re-process) the large data quantities acquired
over long observation periods to:

Perform thorough validation of the algorithms and produce highly resilient and reliable products

Generate global and/or long-term time series of scientific measurements required by studies over global and/or
long-term earth science phenomena
It is felt that while the many specific approaches to earth science research are worth-fully unique, a reusable ground-base
framework can be shared, taking common care of the data housekeeping and basic workflow processing tasks recurrent to
most data processing applications, hence freeing the specific investments to the core algorithm development. It is
further anticipated additional common benefits by maintaining the processing harness close to the data archives, thus
avoiding the data transportation bottlenecks and maximizing the application’s end-to-end performance and reliability.
In the frame of the G-Pod CAT-1 opportunity, the G-Pod environment aims at offering to PIs the possibility of exploring
the EO data archives with their own algorithms/processors using the ESA available GRID computing and dynamic
storage resources.
This activity has the following high-level objectives:

Promote the access and use of EO mission data available at ESA, offering on-line access to ESA standard
products with attached computing infrastructure and tools to assist the generation of “scientific added value
products”.

Promote the development of earth science applications requiring high data and data- processing resources

Foster new partnerships between ESA and partners in earth science research, algorithm development and
validation, and operational deployments of value-added applications.

1.3

Applicable and Reference Documents

1.3.1

Applicable Documents

[A1]

1.3.2
[R1]
[R2]
[R3]
[R4]
[R5]
[R6]
[R7]

Terms and Conditions for Category-1 use http://eopi.esa.int/

Reference Documents
G-Pod CAT-1 website: http://eopi.esa.int/G-Pod
G-Pod Earth Observation datasets: http://wiki.services.eoportal.org/rss-storage-data.php
EOPI website http://eopi.esa.int
G-Pod hardware infrastructure: http://wiki.services.eoportal.org/tiki-index.php?page=G-POD+Resources
G-Pod supported software tools: http://wiki.services.eoportal.org/tiki-index.php?page=GPOD+Software+baseline
G-Pod recommended output formats http://wiki.services.eoportal.org/tiki-index.php?page=G-POD+formats
G-Pod OS baseline: http://wiki.services.eoportal.org/tiki-index.php?page=G-POD+OS+Baseline
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[R8]

1.4

Earth Observation Grid Processing-on-Demand – G-Pod User Manual: http://wiki.services.eoportal.org/tikiindex.php?page=GPOD+User+Manual

Acronyms and Abbreviation

API
DEM
EO
ERS
ESA
FAQ
FAPAR
FTP
G-Pod
GOME
GUI
HDF
IPR
JLOEP
LAI
MERIS
MGVI
MIPAS
MODIS
PAC
PI
SAR
SCIAMACHY
UV
XML

1.5

Application Programming Interface
Digital Elevation Model
Earth Observation
European Research Satellite
European Space Agency
Frequently Asked Questions
Fraction Absorbed Photosynthetically Active Radiation
File Transfer Protocol
Grid Processing on-Demand
Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment
Graphical User Interface
Hierarchical Data Format
Intellectual Property Rights
Joint Land and Ocean Environmental product
Leaf Area Index
Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer
MERIS (Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer) Global Vegetation Index
Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
Processing and Archiving Centre
Principal Investigator
Synthetic Aperture Radar
Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for Atmospheric
Ultra Violet
eXtensible Markup Language

Overview of the Document

The document is divided in the sections:
Chapter 1 outlines the purpose of this document, explains its structure and provides lists of relevant documentation and
abbreviations (this section);
Chapter 2 provides a summary outline of the opportunity and applicable conditions;
Chapter 3 provides an overview of the processing environment proposed as ground based for the hosting of the
opportunity projects;
Chapter 4 summarises the procedure put in place for the implementation of the selected proposals;
Chapter 5 outlines the proposal evaluation procedures;
Chapter 6 illustrates by example one typical case resolution;
ANNEX-A recalls the high-level requirements for application compatibility with G-Pod;
ANNEX-B summarizes the software tools available on G-Pod together with a few practical usage examples;
ANNEX-C describes the proposed structure for the PI documentation to be provided.

2

DESCRIPTION OF THE OPPORTUNITY

2.1

General Objectives

The G-Pod CAT-1 opportunity is widely open and has the general purpose of:
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Stimulating the use of global EO mission archives, offering attached computing infrastructure and tools with online access to data to assist the generation of “scientific added value products”;
Promoting the development of earth science applications requiring high data and data-processing resources;
Fostering new partnerships between ESA and partners in earth science research, algorithm development and
validation, and operational deployments of value- added applications;
Promoting and demonstrating e-collaborations in Earth Science;
Encouraging the synergetic use of EO data, including synergy with other spaceborne and ground data, models
and multidisciplinary applications.

2.2

Science and Application Objectives

G-Pod CAT-1 Proposals shall support one or several Earth Science domains, exploiting the ESA mission data accessible
on-line via the G-Pod environment.
Potential research and application development topics include:

Processing of long term data sets for Ozone and UV monitoring;

Processing of new atmospheric data sets in order to facilitate research in the UT/LS region;

Improved retrieval algorithms in the mesospheric domain;

Processing of new atmospheric data sets in order to improve knowledge on the dynamics and chemistry in the
stratosphere;

Processing of new atmospheric data sets to demonstrate the feasibility of air pollution monitoring from space;

Development of new scientific value-added Products over ERS/Envisat lifetime (e.g. GOME ozone profiles and
trace gases beside O3 and NO2, GOMOS HRTP and aerosols, MIPAS CFCs, SCIAMACHY tropospheric trace gas
species...) and perform large scale data intercomparison;

Perform trend analysis based on new products (e.g. global air pollution change since 1995);

Data assimilation and generation of higher level products (e.g. synoptic global maps of trace gases);

Improved algorithms for cloud screening and atmospheric correction of optical remote sensing data by making
use of multiple sensor data from MERIS, MODIS and atmospheric instruments;

Demonstration of the synergistic usage of optical and atmospheric data (e.g. for the retrieval of global aerosol
information);

Processing of MERIS data for the long-term monitoring of vegetation variables on a global scale including LAI,
FAPAR, chlorophyll content, and cover fraction;

Processing of MERIS data for the analysis of global trends in the development of algal blooms and their growth
cycles in space and time;

Processing of MERIS data for the identification and long-term monitoring of water quality regimes in the open
ocean and the coastal zones;

Development of new ice monitoring and ice mapping algorithms from SAR medium and low resolution images
and testing on large data volumes;;

Development of new ocean winds and surface currents algorithms from SAR Wide Swath Mode products and
testing on large data volumes;

Development of new algorithms requiring access to large data stacks, e.g. super- resolution images, flood
monitoring, mosaicking;

Development of new advanced post-processing algorithms (e.g. ortho-rectification, radiometric correction with
DEM) and testing on large data volumes.

Monitoring of SAR derived geophysical parameters from newly developed products at global scale or at longterm over well defined areas (e.g. soil moisture monitoring over a specific areas)

2.3

Proposal Submission and Evaluation

Proposals should be submitted for evaluation via the dedicated Web site [R1] . Proposals can be submitted at any time.
Each proposal will be evaluated by a panel of reviewers following their submission, and according to the criteria described
in chapter 5.
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ESA may decide to select only a portion of the partner’s proposed investigation, in which case the investigator will be
given the opportunity to accept or decline such partial acceptance. Also, ESA reserves the right to propose alternative
planning for the approved activities to better match with the available resources.

2.4

Advantages for Investigators

The G-Pod CAT-1 represents a new and unique opportunity for scientists to perform bulk processing and/or validation of
their own algorithms over the large ESA earth-observation archive at very limited associated cost and effort.
The design and development of new scientific added value products requires highly valued and specialized expertise. At
the same time, their inherent complexity coupled with the customary large data volumes characterizing spatial EO
datasets, often necessitate a robust production harness able to process (and re-process) the large data quantities acquired
over long observation periods to:

Perform thorough validation of the algorithms and produce highly resilient and reliable products;

Generate global and/or long-term time series of scientific measurements required by studies over global and/or
long-term earth science phenomena.
It is felt that while the many specific approaches to earth science research are worth-fully unique, a reusable ground-base
framework can be shared, taking common care of the data housekeeping and basic workflow processing tasks recurrent to
most data processing applications, hence freeing the specific investments to the core algorithm development.
It is further anticipated additional common benefits by maintaining the processing harness close to the data archives,
thus avoiding the data transportation bottlenecks and maximizing the application’s end-to-end performance and
reliability.

2.5

Use of the G-Pod Environment

Within the G-Pod CAT-1 framework, the G-Pod environment aims at offering to PIs the possibility of exploring the EO
data archives with their own algorithms/processors using the ESA available GRID computing and dynamic storage
resources.
G-Pod is a generic environment where specific data handling applications can be seamlessly plugged into the system.
Coupled with a dedicated high-performance cluster of computers, it provides the necessary flexibility for building an
application virtual environment with quick accessibility to data, computing resources and results.
The current G-Pod infrastructure available to support the G-Pod CAT-1 proposals is described in <insert link>
The integration of the PI applications within G-Pod is fully supported by ESA, at no charge to the selected partners. This
dedicated support will be provided in the following areas:

Planning for integration, validation and production phases of the PI’s processing chain on G-Pod;

Defining the integration approach and in optimizing the application on the G-Pod resources;

Supporting the definition of the application user interface;

Integrating the user’s application on G-Pod, fastening input and output data flows, including associated
maintenance of the application harness.
At the term of this short application integration phase carried out in close cooperation with ESA, the selected PIs will
enter the production phase where they will be invited to trigger freely and autonomously their own application on G-Pod
through the web-portal (defining the processing parameters, submitting the processing jobs and collecting the output
results).
This operational phase is equally supported by ESA in areas such as:

Ensuring the projects production phase maximum performance and reliability

Providing engineering support and investigation on problems, solving them as required

Maintaining the news and FAQ on the G-Pod portal providing live bulletins on progress of projects and current
findings

2.6

Earth Observation Datasets Available

The EO datasets available in G-Pod are listed and described in [R2] .
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2.7

ESA Funding

Although software application integration and hosting into ESA’s infrastructure is supported by ESA, no funding can be
made available by ESA through this opportunity. When required, potential investigators are encouraged to seek financial
support from national and international research programs making reference to this opportunity.

2.8

Intellectual Property Rights and Data Policy Aspects

a) Terms and Conditions of ESA data utilisation
The utilisation of ESA data in the frame of this Announcement of Opportunity shall be governed by the “Terms
and Conditions for Category-1 use” [A1], which has to be signed by the Principal Investigator prior to the start of
any data utilisation.
b)

Third Party IPR
As far as the use of third-party software and algorithms is concerned, the Principal Investigator shall be fully
responsible for requesting the necessary authorizations and/or licenses when appropriate. Apart from the G-Pod
tools described in section 3.2, the Agency is not responsible for obtaining third-party licenses or for any
infringements as a result of the project execution.

c)

Post-utilisation by ESA of algorithms and digital product output
The proposal submitted by the Principal Investigator shall explicitly specify the rights of algorithm utilisation
that would be granted to ESA in case of a potential long-term use after completion of the project. These
utilisation rights might refer to the algorithm itself, the binary application or the source code.

Also, eventual rights granted to ESA for the post-utilisation of value-added products generated in the frame of the activity
shall be clearly described. To foster collaboration and promotion of Earth Sciences, ESA encourages applying less
restrictive conditions if and where possible.

2.9

Reporting

The progress and accomplishments of the projects selected through this Announcement will be monitored by ESA. All
selected Principal Investigators will be required to submit at project completion one scientific report via the Earth
Observation PI Portal Website [R1] and to fill a questionnaire.
The scientific report shall contain:

A title page including the project title, names, email addresses and affiliations of people involved in the project;

An introductory section (abstract) providing an overview of the project objectives and the main outcome of the
experiment;

A main discussion chapter describing the scientific rationale of the project, the developed processors,
algorithms, used methods, used data (including quality assessments);

A description of the output products generated and their quality (including a validation statement if applicable),
highlighting potential areas for improvements;

A concluding chapter highlighting:
The benefits brought by the implemented algorithm and generated products to the science community;
Prospects of the reuse of data and of the processor, even in view of a possible more operational use;
Recommendations for enhancements and/or sustained generation of the elaborated added value products.
The questionnaire which will be filled on-line on the web site [R3] , aims at collecting appraisals and criticisms over the
overall opportunity, in particular:

Observations upon the integration process of the application (how integration was performed; which problems
appeared; lessons learnt and needed improvements);

Observations upon the usage of G-Pod as a production tool, such as performance, reliability, and availability of
the infrastructure resources.
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All reporting material shall be written in English.

2.10

Requests of Information Concerning the G-Pod CAT-1
Opportunity

Further information regarding this opportunity can be obtained from the ESA ESRIN Earth Observation Help and Order
Desk (Tel: +39.06.941.80.777; Fax: +39.06.941.80.272, E- mail: eohelp@esa.int).

3

OVERVIEW OF THE G-POD ENVIRONMENT

G-Pod is a generic GRID-based environment where specific data handling applications can be seamlessly plugged in.
Coupled with high-performance and sizeable computing resources managed by GRID technologies, it provides the
necessary flexibility for building an application virtual environment with quick accessibility to data, computing resources
and results.
This user-friendly environment aims at:

Supporting science users for focused collaborations as needed for calibration and validation, development of
new algorithms, and generation of high level and global products;

Providing the reference environment for the generation of systematic application products coupled with archives
and near real time data access;

Providing single point access to various metadata and data holdings for data discovery, access and sharing.
Using a ubiquitous web interface, each application has access to the ESA catalogue and storage facilities, enabling the
definition of a new range of Earth observation applications. The underlying Grid middleware coordinates all the
necessary steps to retrieve, process, and display the requested products selected from a vast catalogue of remote sensing
data products and third-party databases.

3.1

Hardware Infrastructure Overview

The current G-Pod hardware infrastructure is available at [R4]

3.2

Software Tools

The current set of software tools available in G-Pod is described in [R5]

3.3

Formats

The recommend formats for output products are described in [R6]

3.4

Overview of Compatibility Requirements for G-Pod
Applications

The requirements are listed in Annex A - Application Requirements.

4

PROPOSAL IMPLEMENTATION PRINCIPLES AND
PROCEDURES

4.1

Principle

ESA invites research parties to integrate their applications and processors into G-Pod. Existing applications (at least
prototypes) with distinguished scientific merit, having a stable state and covering areas of pertinent research will be
processed in priority. The processors are fully provided by the partners and no add-on implementation corresponding to
the application itself is done by ESA.
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ESA provides data, computing, and storage capacities, which are to be exploited by the selected G-Pod CAT-1 users. The
application will run within a web-based framework, where the user has the full authority of data selection, job execution
and result retrieval.
This opportunity does not require, nor requests, any a priori experience in GRID technology, parallel
computing or high-performance computing domains.
This chapter describes swiftly the schedule of procedures applicable to the selected projects implementation phases and
describes the support framework provided by the Agency along this activity.

4.2

General Procedures and Schedule

Based on the partner’s proposal, the implementation phases of the partner’s project hosting on G-Pod will be organized
along the following phases:

Design: definition of the application prototype (workflow, input/output GUI) and implementation plan;

Integration on G-Pod;

Refinement of the application;

Production Phase.
The actual kick-off of the engineering activity of each partner’s project will be marked by the delivery by the PI of the
initial technical note describing his/her application (cf. next paragraph).
The kick-off of the implementation activity shall start no later than 3 months after proposal acceptance.
Prior to start of activity, it is thus required that the PI has already defined its application and processing rationale, and
developed and successfully tested the application processor, at least in prototype form. The reduced test-dataset required
for testing the application processor(s) at the partner’s premises may be made available by ESA under the CAT-1
conditions.
The start of the production phase shall start no later than 6 months after kick-off.
The production phase will be supported for a defined period of nominally 3 months that will be agreed with the partner
during the project definition phase. During the production phase, extensions to the production duration might be agreed
according to the project needs.
The next paragraphs describe:

The collaboration principles, responsibilities and support provided at each stage of the project,

An example integration case (based on a real-case example) that describes the problem rationale and its
resolution,

A description of the tools and functionality already available in the infrastructure (e.g. data provision
mechanisms, catalogue queries, data/image processing tools, etc.).

4.3

Project Phases

4.3.1

Application Design and Project Planning

Based on this, the partner will be requested to clearly describe the processing chain logic of his/her application, detailing
in particular:

The different software programs (modules) making-up the processing chain (process breakdown), the
application logic, as well as the input and output flows between the various modules interacting. It must include
the overall requirements of the application in terms of operation system, system libraries and estimate memory
and processor needs.

The user input interaction parameters that will be translated into GUI design to trigger the application. The
input parameters for the application have to be stated by the user. Once all requirements for the integration of
the selected applications are fulfilled, these parameters will be controlled by the user via a web-based GUI (e.g.
example in 0), which will be the core interaction point with his/her application at run-time.

If relevant, the definition of the specific browse output results for visualisation on job result page.
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A guiding template to this input document is provided in ANNEX B - EO-SCIENTIST DOCUMENTATION
TEMPLATE.
Then, ESA will provide the following documents in response:

G-Pod application design prototype document (describing the GUI and processing chain design prototypes)
fulfilling the partner’s application requirements.

An implementation plan.
This document set will be reviewed by the partner, starting a short-loop iterative process between ESA and the G-Pod PI
to consolidate the application design and conclude the definition phase.

4.3.2 Application Integration in G-Pod
Application integration will involve mainly two sub-activities:

Processor compatibility test: This activity aims at testing the compatibility and accordance with the G-Pod
environment of the applications elements provided by the partner. If, after this initial testing, ESA reports
inconsistencies with the original documented output, the partner will be notified. This step might be re-iterated
until successful validation of the application output. On special cases, and if required to ease problem solving, a
test- account (“playground”) on a reference computer element will be provided to the partner in the early stages
to ease compatibility testing.

Application integration: Based on the design obtained in output of previous phase, ESA will provide, following
the agreed implementation plan, the application prototype integrated on G- POD, including command and
output GUIs on the web portal. This first implementation of the application shall allow the partner’s to validate
fully the application logic and output. Once validated, the integration software will be maintained.

4.3.3 Application Refinements
In this last phase of the engineering process, small refinements of the prototype may be defined and implemented in
short-loop. Those refinements may include small modifications of the GUI pages (e.g. the addition of new parameter
settings do drive the application), as well as small modifications of the application algorithm as soon as they do not
drastically modify the implemented workflow. Major changes requested by the partner on the application workflow will
be managed on a case-by-case basis, however ESA does not commit to providing application integration support outside
of the scope of the refinements phase.
This refinement activity may be triggered several times during the project life cycle within the defined support period for
the project.

4.3.4 Production
In this phase, the partner can autonomously run his/her application on ESA’s infrastructure. During this phase, the
application will be maintained as required, and all requirements applicable to corrective-maintenance of ESA generated
integration software will apply. For software problems of the application core modules (the ones provided and
maintained by the PI), each PI will be provided a procedure allowing updates to be transferred to the G-Pod processor at
will and autonomously.
This phase, as soon as not requiring specific (re-)engineering support of the G-Pod application, will be supported for a
defined period, to be agreed with the partner during the project definition phase.
Once the application is online, tested, and running, the portal will be the main access point for to PI on G-Pod. There
he/she will be able to define, launch and control his/her jobs. Via the web portal users will be granted access solely to
their own applications, unless agreed otherwise between the involved parties.
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Every user will be provided with storage and computing credits. These numbers are adapted to the actual request on the
web portal and are due to keep a high response rate for the jobs owned by the user or by other research parties, being
logged on or running jobs at the same time.

4.3.5 Support Framework
As outlined in the introductory chapter, ESA will fully support the selected PIs along their proposal implementation.
Dedicated support will be provided in the following areas:

Planning for integration, validation and production phases of all selected partner’s processing chain on G-Pod;

Defining the integration approach and requirements and in optimizing the application on the G-Pod resources;

Integrating the PI’s application on G-Pod, fastening input and output data flows, including associated
maintenance of the application harness;

Follow-up of the engineering phases of the partner’s applications, ensuring the quality of the documents
generated at each phase of the proposal execution activity (sub- phases Design and Project Planning, Integration
on G-Pod and Refinements);

Providing operational support to PIs for the end-to-end validation of the integrated G- POD processors and
throughout the production phase.
ESA will also maintain the news and FAQ on portal providing live bulletins on progress of projects and current findings of
the G-Pod CAT-1.
Activities not supported
ESA will not support the development or provide programming or troubleshooting of the investigator’s core application.
When appropriate, ESA will suggest minor changes to accommodate the compatibility requirements.

4.4

Roles and Responsibilities

Two roles have been defined in the integration process:
The EO Scientist, typically the Principal Investigator, provides all binaries and documentation regarding the application
to integrate into G-Pod.
The ESA G-Pod Team provides the engineering support for the integration of services into G-Pod.

4.4.1

EO Scientist

The EO Scientist is responsible for delivering to the ESA G-Pod Team the software application (binaries, shell scripts,
configuration files, templates, etc.) and associated interface documentation. This application may have to be adapted
slightly to be compliant with the “G-Pod portability” requirements stated in Annex B. Also, some further refinements may
be suggested by the ESA G-Pod Team to improve application performance in the G-Pod multi-node environment.
No specific training or technology knowledge is a-priori required to the EO Scientist other than the one regarding
his/her specific application and common software engineering practices.
The EO Scientist is nevertheless expected to mature a clear design of the intended application workflow as well as a
clear specification of the input and output user interfaces he/she wishes to operate his/her application end-to-end. It
shall be noted that the application processing chain on G-Pod may be linked in output to downstream processors held at
the EO Scientist’s premises. However the triggering of G-Pod processing tasks will be performed by the EO Scientist via
the web-portal, unless the processing tasks can be autonomously scheduled via the G-Pod generic scheduler.
For this, the EO Scientist shall provide at project Kick-off, a clear documentation set describing:

The workflow identifying all components in the processing chain stages – the workflow can be described as a
flowchart containing the workflow elements, their dependencies, the parameters and finally the input,
temporary, auxiliary and output files.

An example of the processing can be supplied to ease the understanding of the EO Scientist’s application. The
example would contain the invocation code or pseudo- code and files (input, auxiliary and output files). This
example will then be re-used as the G-Pod integrated application validation test.

Input GUI to be implemented in G-Pod. Description of the desired Input GUI with the parameters to trigger the
processing.
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Output GUI to be implemented in G-Pod. Description of the output GUI for result visualisation of retrieval.
Benchmarking of the major processing steps is desired to better scale the resource requirements of the application. The
benchmarking can be the results of a typical application run or test at the EO Scientist’s premises.
Minimal description of the inner algorithms may be provided when necessary to help the understanding of the main
software constraints and behaviour in specific conditions.
ANNEX B - EO-SCIENTIST DOCUMENTATION TEMPLATE provides a set of simple guidelines regarding the
proposed structure for the documentation to be provided by the EO Scientist and chapter 6 provides a practical
example.
At the time of integration, the EO Scientist may be solicited to provide further clarification to help the ESA G-Pod
Team in the generation the Service Design Prototype and Implementation Plan documents.
During production phase (after integration and refinements), the EO Scientist will autonomously operate his
application remotely by accessing the portal interface. On request, his production requests will be supported by automatic
scheduling when possible. Heavy processing tasks will however be planned and agreed with the ESA G-Pod Team to
avoid impairing the overall performance of the shared resources.

4.4.2 ESA G-Pod Team
As outlined in the introductory chapter, the ESA G-Pod Team will support the EO Scientist along the G-Pod project
implementation. Dedicated support will be provided in the following areas:

Planning for integration, validation and production phases

Defining the integration approach and requirements and in optimizing the application on the G-Pod resources
based on the documentation provided by the EO Scientist.

Integrating the application on G-Pod, fastening input and output data flows, including associated maintenance
of the application harness

Follow-up of the engineering phases of the applications, ensuring the quality of the documents generated at each
phase of the project execution activity (sub- phases Design and Project Planning, Integration on G-Pod and
Refinements)

Providing operational support to EO Scientists for the end-to-end validation of the integrated G-Pod processors
and throughout the production phase
In particular the ESA G-Pod Team is fully responsible for the application integration in the G-Pod host environment.
Nominal guiding and support will be provided through the G-Pod coordination desk (eo-gpod@esa.int) activated all along
the project. In complement, a specific and dedicated support framework will be triggered to implement the proposal on
G- POD when the EO Scientist is ready for integration (delivery of the required documentation material) and until the
G-Pod application prototype is consolidated and transferred to the production environment. During this period, and
particularly during the prototyping and refinement phase, a more intense mutual collaborative effort is anticipated to
swiftly converge towards the readiness for exploitation.
During production, nominal support will be provided for troubleshooting and resource monitoring and coordination
among all partners.

4.4.3 Collaboration Summary
The following table outlines the major activities of the two actors involved during the project.
Phase

Actor
EO Scientist

ESA G-Pod Team
Both
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logic, I/O flows, parameters, visualization requirements
and error handling details (described in ANNEX B - EOSCIENTIST DOCUMENTATION TEMPLATE)
Provide G-Pod Service Design Prototype Document and
implementation plan
Iteration for service design consolidation
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Service Integration

Application
Refinements
Production

ESA G-Pod Team
Both
ESA G-Pod Team
EO Scientist
Both

Report possible inconsistencies
Iteration until validation
Provide application prototype integrated on G-Pod
Validation of the prototype
Application Refinements

EO Scientist

Production

Figure 2 depicts the rationale of the overall collaborative project, highlighting the main actions, deliverables and
dependencies.
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Figure 2.

Schematic of the G-Pod project engineering workflow, actions and dependencies
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4.5

G-Pod Application Breakdown

This section aims at providing an outline description of a G-Pod application breakdown made of the application
processing work flow, the input and output graphical user interfaces (GUIs), the task monitoring/control user interfaces.
In addition, essential considerations relevant to multi-processing on G-Pod are provided.

4.5.1

Application Work Flow

G-Pod allows the definition of simple application workflows (more in the line of an information flow or data flow) where
the applications can be stitched together with their results being automatically defined as input parameters for the
subsequent applications.
A typical workflow is made of the application modules (provided by the EO Scientist) and generic G-Pod modules.
The initial documentation provided by the EO Scientist must contain a description of the end- to-end processing
workflow as well as basic interface documentation of each component (such as input, output, configuration and
invocation interfaces).
Figure 3 shows an example schematic view of such workflow.
The access to input data files from the G-Pod Storage disks is provided by the “Data Selection” module (generic G-Pod
component) based on the aggregation period definition (user defined). The “Data Selection” modules also apply an input
product overlap filter to avoid statistic aggregation errors. The “L3 Processor” step includes the EO Scientist’s modules
(represented in green) preceded by the Pds2Hdf utility (available on G-Pod) and followed by a Quick Look Generator
module. Finally the MERIS MGVI Level 3 product is visualized and accessible for publication.

Figure 3.

Example of end-to-end application workflow

This example clearly identifies interfacing blocks between generic G-Pod modules and the application modules separately
provided by the EO Scientist.
The engineering process of “gluing” all modules together in a G-Pod “processing workflow” is under ESA responsibility.

4.5.2 Application User Interface
The application user interface is made of an input GUI for parameter definition and an output GUI for results retrieval
and visualization.
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The EO Scientist has to deliver the specification and requirements for the implementation of the GUIs. The ESA GPod Team shall implement the application user interface based on the specification and requirements provided. It shall
be noted that no implementation effort from the EO Scientist is required in this phase.
The input and output GUI are HTML pages, a description and some examples of these pages are provided in the next
sections.

4.5.2.1 Input GUI
0 depicts an input GUI of an existing G-Pod application. The different areas and the way of configuring them are
described below.

Figure 4.
Example of the various areas of an input GUI
The G-Pod application’s input GUI has a set of generic data selection parameters, which contains:

Dataset selection (in case of different sensors or datasets used by the application)

Geographical bounding box (selectable via the world map, by entering the delimiting coordinates or by selecting
from a list of frequently used regions or countries).

Start and end date of the desired period.

Input data files (determined by the dataset and the geographical and temporal selection).
There are possible extensions of the standard data selection:

Beyond the standard selection criteria (time and area), further criteria can be added for the data selection (e.g.
based on the meta-data available for the given products).

File interdependencies between datasets: G-Pod can limit the available files of a product by allowing only the
selection of those input files that have a corresponding input file in a linked dataset (such as select MIPAS Level
1 files only if a corresponding Level 2 product exists).
The G-Pod application’s input GUI has generic processing parameters, which include:

The task description.

The location for the publication of the results (in the G-Pod web-portal or on a (s)FTP server, the Publish
Server).

The computing element (a GRID) where the task shall be processed.
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The task’s priority.
A set of buttons at bottom to permitting the user to submit, to save, or to schedule the task. (see G-Pod Software
User Manual [R8] ).

Figure 5.

Save, Submit, Schedule buttons

The Input GUI has a set of application-specific additional parameters defined and specified by the EO Scientist and
implemented by the ESA G-Pod Team.
The following table summarises the additional parameter types supported by G-Pod and how they can be represented as
HTML form elements. The sample images give an idea of the possible use of such parameters. Besides the common input
elements, also configuration files can be used if the application requires a large number of parameters. In this case, the
configuration files are stored in the G-Pod web portal and the EO Scientist can add, edit and delete them (see below in
the table).
Parameter Type

Representation in the task definition GUI (example)

Single-line text

Text Field

Further items to be provided
by the EO Scientist
-

Multi-line text

Text area

-

Numeric

Text field with input check for numeric values

Boolean

Checkbox

Value type (real/integer)
Value range
-

Single-value
selection with fixed
value list

List or drop-down list

List of possible values

An alternative in case of a small number of options is a
combination of checkboxes:
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Multi-value
selection with fixed
value list

Extensible list of
configuration files

List

An alternative in case of a small number of different options is a
combination of check boxes as shown above.
Combination of a file list, buttons for displaying, adding and
deleting and a text area for editing the file content

List of possible values
Indication of whether the
selection must contain at least
one value

A sample or template
configuration file

Pressing the Edit Content (pencil) button extends the element
allowing the user to view and modify the file’s content. A Save
button (floppy disk) allows users to save the file on the portal
server for future use. The Delete button (trash bin) allows the
user to eliminate any of his or her saved files.

Note that the task parameters are not only translated into parameters of the individual applications used during the
processing but may affect the workflow itself, such as the publication of intermediary files or the activation of an
alternative processing branch. EO Scientists should keep in mind the different scenarios they want to cover and a
suggest suitable way of how they would like to have them represented in the GUI.
Further information that is needed from the EO Scientist for designing an appropriate input GUI includes:

Parameter dependencies – in order to enhance the clarity of the interface, the system initially may hide or
disable a part of the parameter GUI elements, uncovering or enabling dependent parameters according to the
user’s selection;

Validity checks of the selected parameters – the system may reject task definitions that combine
parameters or input files in an invalid manner;

Plausibility checks of selected parameters – before accepting a new task, the system may display a
warning and ask for confirmation if the defined task is likely to produce inadequate or non-intended results.

4.5.2.2 Output GUI
The G-Pod application's output GUI are HTML pages used to display results and provide access to generated files or
display the results in Web Map Servers.
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As for the input GUI, the output GUI is specified by the EO Scientist and implemented by the ESA G-Pod Team.
A standard output GUI is available in G-Pod providing file access and/or quick look visualization (if produced by the
application). Error! Reference source not found. provide some examples of specific output GUIs.

Figure 6.

Standard output GUI showing a the list of files produced and the quick look

4.5.3 Task Monitoring and Control
G-Pod task monitoring and control is generic and as such does not require per-application customization. The Input GUI
is responsible for translating the user-defined parameters into a generic task. From this point, G-Pod will handle the task
through its submission, status monitoring and conclusion.
An example snapshot of the generic task display following submission of a MERIS MGVI Global processing job is shown
in Figure 7. The task is running and controlled by the generic task monitoring and control system.

Figure 7.

Display Following Task Submission
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The generic task monitoring, under Jobs Information, shows details about the status of the task, input to the task, user
parameters for the task, and details on the nodes processing the jobs.

Figure 8.

Figure 9.

The Jobs Information panel

Task monitoring interface showing details about the nodes processing the jobs

Once one job is completed, the “stdout” and “stderr” information as well as other logs if provided can be retrieved for
purposes of examining job execution control. These files are plain-text files and are opened by the web browser in a
separate window, or can be downloaded to the user's local computer where a simple text editor suffices to view them.
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4.5.4 Multi-processing Considerations
G-Pod is a multi-node processing environment. As such, multi-processing options will be explored whenever possible to
reduce the overall computing time of the hosted applications. The multi-processing optimizations intended here rely
primarily on parallelizing on the available G-Pod resources some of the processing steps of the application macroworkflow; it does not refer in any manner to inner multi-processing optimizations possibly embedded in the software
itself (e.g. using threads).

Typical optimisation methods are considered depending on the underlying characteristics of the processing
steps of the application workflow, for instance:

Data-split multi-processing: For processing steps that perform repeated processing n times (e.g. on n different
input data files), and if each instance processing is or can be made independent from the others (e.g. the geocoding of n EO products), a simple division method can be used to parallelize the execution of the n required
processing instances (e.g. 100 input product processing split into 10 worker nodes, 10 instances per node), based
on the application computing needs for a single instance.

Spatial-split multi-processing: For processing steps that perform geospatial based operations over a given
geographical area (e.g. the spatial aggregation of geo-referenced input quantities over a given area), the geo
splitter method can be used, whereby the overall area to process is divided into several independent smaller
areas (e.g. division in “tiles”), each one processed independently and in parallel, followed when required by a
final step to aggregate all sub-areas.

Ad-hoc splitting methods depending on the application characteristics and its minimum independent processing
unit (e.g. time division, etc.).
In this respect, the EO Scientist should as much as possible design/provide applications components with the multiprocessing approach in mind, i.e. having a well identified minimum unit of processing, such that processing load division
mechanisms can be applied accordingly.
When this is the case, and unless no significant optimisation of the end-to-end application performance is expected using
them, the ESA G-Pod Team will propagate all possible multi-processing options into the associated G-Pod application
design.

5

PROPOSAL EVALUATION PROCEDURES

5.1

Review Panel and Procedures

The proposals will be reviewed by a panel of reviewers within ESA. The review will assess the merits of the proposed
investigations in relation to the G-Pod CAT-1 objectives.
The purpose of the review is:

To assess whether the specific projects are in accordance with existing data policy and with the specific
objectives of the opportunity.

To evaluate the scientific, application and technical merits of the proposed projects in relation to their technical
feasibility.
The selection process will take into account the relevance to the G-Pod CAT-1 objectives of proposed projects and their
feasibility requirements within the available system resources and support framework. ESA reserves the right to propose
alternative planning for the approved activities to better match with the available resources.
The results of the evaluation (acceptance/rejection or request for modifications) are then transmitted to the PI, typically
within 4 to 8 weeks from proposal submission.

5.2

Evaluation Criteria

The following criteria will be used in the evaluation process:

Suitability of the proposal to the conditions of Category-1 use

The readiness of the PI core application/processor for integration in G-Pod, at least in prototype form

Relevance of the proposed project to the specific G-Pod CAT-1 objectives

The merit of the project from a scientific and technological viewpoint and the degree of innovation of the
proposal
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The adequacy and practicability of the schedule presented in the proposal to complete the project and achieve
positive results within a period of one year
The technical feasibility of hosting the proposed project within G-Pod resources and support framework

6

EXAMPLE RESOLUTION CASE: IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE JOINT LAND AND OCEAN ENVIRONMENTAL
PRODUCTS

6.1

Introduction

The Joint Land and Ocean Environmental product (JLOEP) G-Pod application is taken here as example to illustrate the
collaborative G-Pod engineering process. The example covers all the collaborative engineering phases with clarified
references to roles and responsibilities of the EO Scientist and the ESA G-Pod Team.
In this example case, the EO Scientist application’s objectives of this project are the development and the analysis of
common land-sea environmental products, such as the net primary productivity (e.g. the Fraction of Absorbed
Photosynthetically Active Radiation (FAPAR as observed by MERIS).
Figure 10 shows an example output product of this application.

Figure 10.
10 days MGVI level 3 over Europe (September 20th to September 30th 2006)
The example application has been developed and tested by the EO Scientist on a small number of MERIS scenes
translated into HDF format.
The JLOEP G-Pod application aims at delivering operationally regional common land and sea Level-2 and Level-3
products on a 10 days and/or monthly basis.

6.2

Application Design and Project Planning

6.2.1

Scientist’s Input

Figure 11 depicts for this example the end-to-end application workflow as it would have been specified by the EO
Scientist.
The Envisat MERIS Level-2 data to be aggregated falling in a defined time-window (a user-defined period parameter) are
fed in HDF format into the level-3 processor that generates a level-3 product file in HDF format with an associated XML
metadata file. A bounding box (latitude and longitude range) parameter drives the clipping of the processing inside a
given geographical area.
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Figure 11.

JLOEP processing flow provided by the PI

The modules are then described as follows (more detailed interface information would be required in a real scenario):

Pds2Hdf tool of EnviView is used to convert the data from PDS format to HDF. This step may also include the
extraction of the datasets actually needed in the following stages in order to decrease the size of the files.

Daily remapping of MERIS level 2 products using the nearest neighbor algorithm. This processing step is done
using an executable called remap taking n MERIS files (previously converted into HDF file format) and
creating m daily HDF remapped files. The remap step handles the remapping of the MERIS level 2 files on a
day basis. The outputs are daily remapped MERIS files (these files can optionally be published to JRC FTP
servers or to the G-Pod Web Portal).

Optimal selection of the monthly MGVI value using the Time Composite FAPAR algorithm on the remapped
files (Level 3 Processing). This step is done using an executable called timecomposite that takes the daily
remapped files and aggregates them into a ten days or monthly composite product.
The remapping (remap) and successive aggregation (timecomposite) passes require the definition of the output
projection file. This ASCII output projection file is defined in the JLOEP G-Pod Input GUI and it is then kept all along the
processing system to be used by the several applications.
To drive his/her application the EO Scientist requires all projection parameters to be user- configurable, together with the
aggregation time period and the user area expressed in latitude and longitude ranges.
To display the application results, the EO Scientist requires the output Level-2 and Level-3 products (HDF and XML files)
as well as the quick look image to be downloadable from the portal.

6.2.2 G-Pod Application Design Output
6.2.2.1 Processing Chain Design
Figure 12 depicts the MERIS MGVI processing chain as designed in response for future hosting in G-Pod.

The access to input data files from the G-Pod Storage disks is provided by the “Data Selection” module (generic
G-Pod component) based on the catalogued dataset identifier (MER_RR__2P), the bounding box and
aggregation period user-defined parameters.

The “remap” step can be processed on a day minimum base unit such that for the processing of e.g. monthly
level-3 products, several processing nodes (up to 31) can handle one day at the time reducing the overall
computation time. This is also the case of the HDF format translation step which is data driven (input file
based).

The “L3 time composite” step includes uses the time composite binary for the aggregation of the daily files
output by remap and creates the aggregated level 3 product. This step cannot be split into several processing
nodes.
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Figure 12.

JLOEP processing chain implemented in G-Pod

6.2.2.2 Input GUI Design
As for many G-Pod applications, the JLOEP application reuses generic file selection parameters (processing time window,
task description, the processing grid and the location for result publication). Based on the documentation provided by the
EO Scientist, the ESA G- POD Team was able to suggest the input GUI prototype Processing Parameters.
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Figure 13.

JLOEP input GUI additional parameters section

6.2.2.3 Output GUI Design
The JLOEP output GUI re-used the generic output GUI available on G-Pod. The generic output GUI provides the
visualization of the Quick Look and of the product generation metadata as well as file access for the download of the
generated products.

Figure 14.

G-Pod generic output GUI used for the JLOEP service
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6.3

Integration in G-Pod

Processor compatibility test
In this phase, the remap and timecomposite were tested for compatibility and accordance with the G-Pod
environment. All minors compatibility issues or bugs were solved by the EO Scientist. In the end of this sub-phase
remap and timecomposite were validated.
Application integration
Following the agreed implementation plan, the ESA G-Pod Team provided, the application prototype integrated on GPod, including command and output GUIs on the web portal. This first implementation of the application allowed the EO
Scientist to validate fully the application logic and output.
The processing chain as seen in G-Pod Web Portal is shown in Figure 15. Two extra processing steps were added to the
chain, called “publish” and “MER-pub”, to publish the results on the portal (accessible for download via HTTP) or on
remote FTP servers. These “black boxes” are generic and are used for other applications.

Figure 15.

6.4

Resulting application workflow

Application Refinements

During the development of the software modules, the EO Scientist never faced the problem of time-overlapping products.
MERIS level 2 products generated by the Envisat’s Payload Data Segment can have overlapping portions.

Figure 16.

Example of overlapping MERIS Level 2 products

To avoid propagating statistical errors in the aggregation step due to this artefact, the ESA G- POD Team suggested the
creation and use of a Product Overlap Filter to remove overlapping segments of MERIS input products. This module was
promptly integrated in the JLOEP processing chain.
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Figure 17.

6.5

JLOEP processing chain implemented in G-Pod with the integration of the product overlap filter in the
refinements phase

Production

The EO Scientist operates the application autonomously producing a large amount of output data and results
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ANNEX A - APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
On the whole, G-Pod application software consists of a set of Linux shell scripts and/or binaries triggered from a defined
set of input parameters. This Annex summarises in more details the technical requirements G-Pod applications shall
comply to.
A.1 Operating System and Environment requirements
All applications software shall be compatible Linux, according to [R7] .
All specific dynamic library/classes required by the software application shall either be statically embedded within the
application code itself (static linkage), or be provided together with it as a dynamically loadable module, unless already
available on the system. The list of the available libraries is reported in [R7] .
A.2 Application Input/Output requirements
The application shall not assume any particular determined directory structure or file absolute location where input data
should reside in the file system or where output data should be stored. All file locations shall be either provided as
parameters or be accessible using relative paths.
Applications should be designed without direct invocation of the data-provision interfaces, such as product download,
catalogue accesses, etc.
Application input parameters (data files, parameter settings, etc) should be self- contained and as atomic as possible. For
instance, it cannot be assumed that all input data files (in particular EO data products) are resident on a single folder that
can be listed/filtered by the application.
Application parameters should as much as possible be defined via parameter or request files formatted as name/value
pairs. This allows avoiding the Linux limitations imposed over the number of input parameters to command-line program
invocations.
For optimisation purposes, the location of temporary disk space shall be configurable.
The application shall have a command line interface for data input.
The application shall not require the direct interactive user input for any operation. All parameters of interaction should
be defined through command-line arguments.
The software application provided shall not contain any self-made graphical interaction with the user at run-time. The
GUI hosted on the portal pages is the only interaction point for user requests on his/her application. Nonetheless the
application may produce graphical output, which will be stored by G-Pod and made available to the user as defined in the
workflow description.
The location where the application will output data files shall be configurable
The output file(s) should contain documented metadata in text format (e.g. algorithm version and input products
effectively used).
Applcable output file(s) (raster data, vector data, image metadata) should use one of the formats specified in [R6]
When applicable, a graphical representation of the output product should be produced by the application for quick look
display in the job result pages (e.g. browse image in jpeg or png format)
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The user may define an error output dump for his/her application. This is particularly useful for the testing of the
application and as well for the testing and final production activity. This error information reporting refers only to the
application itself and not on the workflow logic or data acquisition. G-Pod handles the latter in a generic way and this
information will also be made available to the users.
A.3 Processing Requirements
Approximate times of processing should be well-known as well as an estimation of the temporary files and output data
volume generated after a standard execution.
The application shall to the maximum feasible extent, be made of several independent chainable sub-applications to fully
exploit the task chaining capability and parallel processing capabilities of G-Pod.
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ANNEX B - EO-SCIENTIST DOCUMENTATION TEMPLATE
The documentation required from the EO Scientist when starting off his/her G-Pod CAT-1 project strictly aims at driving
the ESA G-Pod Team in concretizing a swift, and clear architectural design and effective implementation of the intended
G-Pod application. For this, it shall:
o Detail all requirements applicable to the end-to-end application operability and associated operation scenario
o Describe the application logic down to each of its processing steps, detailing the triggering interface, input/output
flows and environmental constraints of all corresponding software components. In this respect, a simple document
template with associated semantic content is proposed hereafter as guideline.
1 Introduction
The intended G-Pod application should be introduced to a high level outlining its main goals and overall functioning.
2 Output Products
The product(s) generated by the application should be briefly described here in terms of semantic content,
time/geographical extent (e.g. orbit stripline, regional time composite, global product, etc) and estimated size (e.g.
compressed, uncompressed).
3 Processing scenario
The (possibly several) way(s) the EO Scientist wishes to operate his/her G-Pod application to generate the products
described in section 2 should be described here. For instance, one nominal processing scenario could consist in operating
the processor regularly on a weekly global dataset, while a second one used more sporadically (e.g. for testing purposes)
would trigger the processing on a limited regional input dataset.
4 Processing Workflow
This section should contain a flow chart identifying the building blocks of the application to be integrated in G-Pod. The
flow chart shall display the applications (scripts and binaries) and their relations, the input, auxiliary and output files and
finally the input parameters, their effects and interdependencies. If the workflow is variable, i.e. it contains alternative or
optional parts, the criteria causing the usage of each (sub-)workflow should be described. The flow chart shall be followed
by a more detailed description of the flow elements in terms of:
Interfaces – description of the usage of the scripts/binaries.
Input files – description of the input files triggering the applications. If possible, the description of the minimal
processing unit.
Auxiliary files – description of the auxiliary files used by the applications.
Output files – description of the generated output files and how should they be organized for publishing or
retrieval (e.g. zipped, folder structure, naming convention, etc...).
Configuration – description of the runtime environment (folder organization, environment variables, etc...).
5 Input GUI
This section should describe the input GUI elements desired for data and parameter selection when defining a processing
job. Each input element shall be clearly traceable in the workflow description provided in section 4 highlighting where it
takes effect in the processing.
6 Output GUI
This section should describe the output GUI desired for result visualization and retrieval.
7 Processing example
This section should contain an example of a run describing the files used, the binaries/scripts invoked, input parameters
used and the temporary/final results obtained. This example may be reused later as validation test for the G-Pod
application at the term of the integration process. This section may also contain benchmarking figures of the application
when run at the EO Scientist premises.
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